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Abstract 
We provide another proof of Wodzicki excision theorem. 
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1. Introduction 
In [3,4] Wodzicki brought in the very important notion of H-unital algebra and he 
proved that I is H-unital if and only if it satisfies excision for cyclic homology (see 
below). We give here an alternative proof of this theorem. The same proof holds for 
differential graded algebras, simplicial algebras and topological algebras (with suit- 
able notions of continuous homology). 
2. The excision Theorem 
It will be helpful for the reader to start by recalling a list of well-known definitions. Let 
I be a (non-necesarily unital) k-algebra and let M be a right Z-module. The bar and 
Hochschild homologies of I with coefficients in M are, respectively, the homologies 
HB;(Z; M) and H,(Z; M) of the complexes 
bi 
(M @I I@*, b;) := M- 
b; 
M@Zt-M@Z@Z*M@Z@Z@ZA . 
and 
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where tensor products are taken over k and the boundary maps are given by 
n-1 
b,,(u(J 0 .tt @a,) = /?:(a” @ “. @ cr,,) + ( - l)‘rcL,qj 0 a1 @ ... 0 cI,-I. 
Let I= k x I be the k-algebra obtained from ! by adjoining the unity to 1. The 
.X-homology J?‘*(I), the bar homology HB,(I) and the Hochschild homology 
HH,(I) of I are defined by 
.#*(I) := H*(Z; I), HB*(I) := HB;,(I; I), NH*(I) := li*(l; 7), 
where H,(Z; r’) = H,,(I; r)/k and H,,(I; r) = H,,(I; P) for all II > 0. It is easy to see that 
HH,(I) is homology of the double complex 
Hence there is an exact sequence 
“’ t .Y/ ,,-, (I)tHB‘,~,(I)cHN,,(l)c.;Y,,(l)cHB,~(l)tHH,+,(z) + “’ (1) 
The cyclic homology HC,(I) of I is the homology of the following double complex: 
CC(I):= (IOI@“,h*)+=(l@I”‘*, -h:,)+!Q@Z@‘“,h*) 
1 --f 
-(IgI”*, -h;,)& . . . , 
where t(~r, 0 ... 0 N,) = ( - l)“(rl,, @a,, @ ... 0 (I,_~) and N = CrzO t’. 
An extension of k-algebras 0 + I + A + B + 0 is pure (in the sense of [l]), if, for 
every k-module V, I @ V c A 0 I/. For example this is the case if the extension splits 
or if B is k-flat. Let E: CC(A)~‘~ --f CC(B)i21 be the canonical projection. Following [4] 
we say that I satisfies excision for Hochschild homology if. for every pure extension of 
k-algebras and for every k-module V. the morphism CC(l)izi@ I/, Kel(E @ V) is 
a quasi-isomorphism. One similarly defines the notions of excision for bar, 2 and 
cyclic homologies. 
1. Definition (See [Z]). Let I be a /<-algebra and M be an I-bimodule. We say that M is 
H-unitary if, for every k-module V, the complex (,z/I @ I0 *, hk) @ V is exact. When 
M = I one says that I is H-unital. Let M be a left I-module. Clearly if I is H-unital, 
then M @ I is H-unitary. 
2. Theorem Let 0 + I ---f il + B + 0 he LI puw rstension of k-nlyehras, M un A- 
himodule ad V a k-module. Jf M is H-unitarJ1 as an I-himodule, then the canoni- 
cal inc1usion.s i:(M @ I@*, h,) @ V -(M @A@ *, h,) @ V and i’:(M @ I@*, h;) 
@VL~(M@A @ *, h; ) @ V are yulrsi-isonzorplzisnls. 
Proc$ Let us see that i is a quasi-isomorphism. Let I/ a k-module and let us consider 
the filtration F” E F’ E ... of (A4 0 A @ *, b,), where 
Forallp~Owehave(FP~1~I/jFp~T/)y,=(M~I~*~P~1,h~)~B~A~P~T/, 
which is exact by hypothesis. Considering, for each y1 2 0, the homology long exact 
sequence associated to 
O-,~“@V+F”+‘@V-+ 
F”+l@ V+O 
F”@V ’ 
we see that the canonical map F” -+ FP is a quasi-isomorphism for all p. Then so is i. 
The same holds for i’ with a similar proof. q 
Remark. Notice that the proof of Theorem 2 works also when I is a right ideal instead 
of a two-sided ideal of A. 
3. Corollary. Let 0 -+ I + A -+ B + 0 be u pure k-algebra extension and V a k-module. 
!f 1 is H-unital, then the canonical arrows x:(B 63 A@*, h,) @ V -+ (B 0 B@*, h,) @ V 
und 7c’:(B@ A@*,bi)@ V -+ (B @ B@ *, b’,) @ V are quasi-isomorphisms. 
Proof. For all p 2 0 let us consider the quotient complex Fp of (B 0 A@ *, h,) given 
by 
To prove that 7-r is a quasi-isomorphism it is enough to see that so are the canonical 
projections nP:PP@ V --t F -p+l @ V. A direct computation shows that 
Ker(nP) = (B(p) 0 A @*-p-‘,b,)@ V, where B(p) = B@ BBP@Z. So, by Theorem 
2, Ker(rrP) is quasi-isomorphic to (B(p) @ I @ *-p-1, h,) @ V = (B(p) @ 
10 *-pm ‘, h;) @ V, which is exact by hypothesis. The same proof holds for rc’. q 
4. Theorem (Wodzicki). Let I be a k-ulyehra. Thefollowing statements are equiaalent: 
(1) I is H-unital. 
(2) I satisfies excision for H-hornoloyy, 
(3) 1 satisfies excision for bar homology, 
(4) I sutisjies excision ,for Hochschild homology. 
(5) I sati$es excision for cyclic hovnology. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2); Let 0 -+ I + il + B + 0 be a pure extension of k-algebras, 1/ a k- 
module and 71:(AOAO*,h*)OI/j(BOBO*.h* ) @ I/ the canonical projection. 
Consider the following commutative diagram of short exact sequences: 
i xi 
0 - Ker(z) ---+ (AO,4~*.h,)OV~(BOB~**,h,)O~~O 
By Corollary 3 7c1 is a quasi-isomorphism. Hence so is j. We finish the proof by 
applying Theorem 2. 
(1) + (3): Similar to (1) * (2). 
(2) and (3) + (4): This is an easy consequence from the long exact sequence (1). 
(4) G (5): Follows immediately from the GysinPConnes exact sequence. 
(2) = (1): Given a k-module V consider the k-algebra A = I @ I/ with the product 
given by (1.4, v)(u’, P’) = (uu’. 0) and the canonical projection 71: (A @ A @ *, 
h,) -+ (V@ V@*,h,). Since the complex V@(I@Z@*-‘,hi) @(Z@I@*,h!+) 
is a direct summand of Ker(n) and I satisfies excision for .A‘-homology, then 
V@(I@I@*-‘,b!,+) is exact. 
(3) * (1): Similar to (2) * (1). 
(4) + (1): Let I/ and A be a in (2) + (1). Tc: CC(A):‘! + CC(V)~‘~ the canonical 
projection and 9 the subcomplex of Ker(7c) generated by the elements 
(a0 @ ... @u,,, a; @ ... @a&I) with some Lli and some us in V. Since 
Ker(E) = CC(I):‘: @ _Y and I satisfies excision for Hochschitd homology, 9 is exact. 
Now suppose that I is not H-unitat. Let x E I/ @ I On be a cycle for h; that is not 
a boundary. It is easily seen that (0, V(x)) is a cycle of degree n + 1 in 9’ that is not 
a boundary, in contradiction with the exactness of 9. 0 
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